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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we analysed convective boundary layer stagnation point flow of nanofluid influencing by 
injectionand magnetic field over a porous shrinking surface is investigated numerically and simulated with Maple 18 
Software. Thermophoresis and Brownian motion effects are included in the nanofluid model.Governing nonlinear 
boundary layer equations for momentum, energy and continuity equations are transformed into a system of nonlinear 
ordinary coupled differential equations by using similarity transformations. The effects of physical parameters on nanofluid 
(Water and Gaseous) are analysed. It is found that for a certain range of injection process, solutions exists for velocity 
flow, temperature flow and volume concentration. It tends to provide solutions for skin friction, rate of heat and rate of 
mass transfer of nanofluids (Water and Gaseous). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Heat transfer is one of the top technical challenges faced by high-tech industries such as manufacturing, 
metrology, microelectronics, nuclear reactors, domestic refrigerator, grinding, machining,ships,hybrid-powered engines, 
chillers, space technology,boiler flue gas temperature reduction, vehicle thermal management and defence. These 
industries facing heat transfer problems because of unprecedented heat loads and heat fluxes. To overcome the heat transfer 
issue, nanofluids are termed. 
Nanofluids attains more attention from researchers due to its enhanced properties. This innovative fluid for heat 
transfer was introduced by Choi [1]. Suspending nanoparticles into base fluids attains unique physical properties as well as 
chemical properties increases the thermal conductivity and therefore substantiallynanofluidenhances the heat transfer 
characteristics. Nanofluid consisting of metallic and non-metalicsolid nanoparticleswith sizes typically on the order of 1–
100 nm,dispersing evenly in a base fluid such as air, water, toluene and liquid nitrogenbyWang[2]. 
The boundary layer flow of nanofluidinfluencing by magnetic field has numerous applications in engineering 
problems such as MHD generator, power generation in nuclear reactors, petroleum industries, power plants and Coal 
extraction. Considering the quality of operation process, radiative heat transfer in the boundary layer plays vital role in 
applications. Quality of process depends on the ambient fluid particles heat transfer rate. Usually nanofluid includes the 
effects of thermophoresisandBrownian motion. It was formulated by Buongiorno [3]. He stated that nanofluids flow have 
affected by many physical factors (see [4, 5]), but Brownian motion and thermophoresis plays vital role.  
Thesteady flow over aporous surface is a major experimental research all over the industries in past recent years 
due to its numerous application behind in it. On another hand stagnation point flow over stretching/ shrinking sheet studies 
also going on with many application oriented process. Nanofluid subjected to stagnation point flow possesses highest 
pressure, highest heat transfer and the highest rate of mass decomposition. Miklavcic and Wang [12] investigated 
stagnation point flow and obtained duel solution. He also obtained steady viscous flow in the investigation of boundary 
layer flow near a shrinking surface.  Mass transfer through shrinking sheet was investigated by Fang et al. [13]. Unsteady 
three dimensional boundary layer flow due to a permeable shrinking sheet was analysed by Bachok et al. [16]. 
Hamad and Ferdows [6] investigated the boundary layer flow of electrically conducting fluid and heat transfer 
over a shrinking surface. They studied different types of nanoparticles and found each nanoparticle differs from others in 
physical characteristics each possess different character. They enclosed that changing the nanoparticle type changes the 
behaviour of the fluid flow. Numerous studies on nanofluids are undergoing [7–11]. Magyari and Keller [14] have obtained 
the similarity solutions which describe the steady plane boundary layers on a shrinkinging sheet with flow of temperature 
distribution analytically. The numerical solution was obtained by Al-odat et al. [15] for thermal boundary layer on 
shrinking sheet with temperature distribution due to the effect of magnetic field. Following them many researcherslike [18–
20] investigated the numerical solutions for the boundary layer flow problem over shrinking sheet. Later kameswaran et 
al.[17] derived an analytical solution forNewtonian liquid flow on exponential shrinking sheet due to radiation effects and 
observed that the species boundary layer thickening with the increase in increase of magnetic parameter. 
The present paper is to study the simultaneous effect of the thermal radiation and magnetic fieldon the heat 
transfer and fluid flow of boundary layer flow on porous surface. Results presented focus on how the magnetic field, 
porosity, Brownian motion, thermophoresis and thermal radiation affects thenanofluid characteristics. 
 
FLOW ANALYSIS 
Consider the steady two-dimensional MHD stagnation-point flow of an incompressible viscous electrically conducting 
nanofluid impinging normally on porous shrinking surface. The fluid is subjected to a uniform transverse magnetic field of 
strength B0. Figure 1 describes the coordinate systemand physical model.The axis x measured along the porous medium 
surface and axis y normal to it.  
 
Figure 1: Physical model and the coordinate system 
It is assumed that the velocity of the porous shrinking surface is cxxuw =)(  and the velocity outside boundary 
layer is axxU =)( , where a  and c  are constants with 0>a . We note that 0<c correspond to porous shrinking surface, 
̅corresponds to gravitational forces. Cartesian coordinates x and y  of theenergy, momentum and continuity equations 
for nanofluids can be writtenas, [21]. 
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We have analysing the flow with influencing magnetic field, so we have induced magnetic fieldin Eq. (2). This 
assumption is justified for flow of electrically conducting fluids such as liquid metals e.g., mercury, liquid sodium etc. Let 
the velocity components along the x  and y  axes are u  and v , free stream velocity ( )(xU ),porous mediumpermeability 
(),specific heat at constant pressure	, radiative heat flux(
),	nanoparticle volume fraction(), Brownian diffusion 
coefficient(), electrical conductivity of the fluid	(),kinematic viscosity	(),thermal diffusivity	(), base fluid 
density	, thermophoresis diffusion coefficient() and ratio of the effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material 
to the heat capacity of the ordinary fluid(), fluid temperature (). Thenanoparticle volume fraction()and the wall 
temperature()are assumed to be constant at the surface and also when tends to infinity, the ambient values of the 
nanoparticle volume fraction 
∞
C and the temperature 
∞
T attain to be constant values respectively. The boundary 
conditions of shrinking surface: 
 = 	,  = () = ,  =  ,  = 	 !	 = 0;        
 → %,  → &() =  ,  → %		 '	 → ∞       (5)  
By Rosseland approximation, [9] the radiative heat transfer as 
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Where,mean absorption coefficient()) and Stefan–Boltzmann constant (*). Assuming within the flow the 
temperature difference is such that 4T  in Taylor series it can be expanded about 
∞
T and neglecting higher order terms, we 
get 434 34
∞∞
−≈ TTTT .Hence Equ. (7) becomes,  
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The dimensionless variables and the stream function can be defined as follows: 
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Where,(+)the stream function defined as 	 = − -.
-/
and u = 1.
12
 .  
Based on the above mentioned stream functions, Equs. (1) - (4) become  
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With boundary conditions: 
<(0) = 1, 3(0) = 1, 8(0) = G, 84(0) =  = H
I
, 84(∞) = 1, <(∞) = 0, 3(∞) = 0  (13) 
Where, the ratio of rates of the shrinking velocity and the free stream velocityis.  
The local Nusselt number xNu ,the skin friction coefficient FC , and the local Sherwood number xSh are physical quantities 
of interest. Which are defined as: 
     (14) 
Where, the shear stress along the stretching surface(), and the wall heat and mass fluxes(
), respectively.Hence using 
Eqs. (8) and (15), we get 
      (15) 
Where, the local Reynolds number
ν
)(Re xUxx =  
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The set of equations (9), (10) and (11) is highly nonlinear. It can be solve analytically and numerically by manual, 
subject to the boundary conditions (13) but it is not easy and it take month of time to get numerical solutions. So in this 
research we use MAPLE 18 the very robust computational algebra software to get the analytical and numerical solutions. 
Fourth-fifth order Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg method is used by this software as default to solve boundary value problems 
numerically.The transformed system represented in the form of the governing equations momentum, energy and continuity 
by coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations (9), (10) and (11) with boundary conditions (13). Computations are 
carried out for several sets of values of the streaming condition parameters, namely, Lewis number (67), thermal radiation 
parameter (J), Brownian motion parameter (=>), magnetic parameter (K), effective Prandtl number (LMN), 
thermophoresis parameter (=O), shrinking sheet ( < 0), and injection	G < 0. In order to serve the salient features of the 
model, the numerical results are presented in the following figures with fixed parametersK = 1,=O = 0.05, => =
0.01, J = 0.2, 67 = 1.0, T = 0.3, VM = 3, VW = 3, G = −1, and shrinking parameter	 = −1.20. 
In order to validate our results, In Table 1 we compared the results of  Lok et al[22] and Hamad., & Wang [3] with our 
present results of  X44(Y). The present results shows a good agreement with Lok et al[22] and Hamad.,& Wang [3] results 
since the errors are found to be very minimum.  
Table 1:Comparison of the present results for )0(f ′′  with published works 
M   =

 
 
Lok et al. [22] Wang [3] Present results 
0 0.0 1.232588 1.232588 1.232587542 
 0.1 1.146561 1.146560 1.146560893 
 0.2 1.051130 1.051130 1.051130448 
 0.5 0.713295 0.713300 0.713298653 
 1.0 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000001 
 5.0 -10.264749 -10.26475 -10.26474869 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure2(a)                                                                             Figure 2(b) 
Figures :2(a)-2(b):  Brownian motion on <(Z)and3(Z)- comparison with Samir Kumar Nandy and Pop  [21] 
Figures 2(a) – 2(b) depicts the precision with the theoretical solution of <(Z)and3(Z) profiles for different values of 
Brownian motion (=>) exactly correlates with the first solution of Samir Kumar Nandy and Pop  [9]. 
 
Figure 3: Porosity effects on velocity profiles                       Figure 4: Magnetic effects on velocity profiles 
The effect of porosity and magnetic strength on velocity distribution of two different nanofluids on shrinking 
surface with injection pressure are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. In Figure 3 it shown that increasing of kinematic 
viscosity and decreasing of porous surface permiability, the velocity of nanofluids increases with increase of porosity. 
From Figure 4 it observed that the velocity of nanofluids increase with increase of magnetic effect. The lorentz force 
usually acts in opposite direction against the nanofluid flow, opposing  the motion of the nanofluid but injection provides 
an additional effect to thenanofluid flow. It makes the fluid to move at a retarded rate. It is interesting to note that the 
momentum boundary layer for Kis equall to the momentum boundary layer of T. It is because of the combined effect of 
Brownian motion and thermophoresis nanoparticle deposition on shrinking surface. There is water / gaseousnanofluid 
momentum	Z = 1.5 / Z = 1.65and Z = 1.4 / Z = 1.4for Tand K. Comparing the nanofluids, waternanofluid has higher 
Nb = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0,1.5,2,2.5 
Nb = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0,1.5,2,2.5 
velocity than the gaseousnanofluid. It is because, when gaseous fluids pushed into high pressure area velocity decrease 
appropriately.From Table 2 we can understand the rate of skin friction of water and gaseous nanofluids. The rate of skin 
friction is higher in waternanofluids during porosity effect as well as Magnetic effect. this is due to the viscosity of water 
nanofluids. 
 
Table 2: Comparison of skin friction between water and gaseous nanofluids subjected to porosity and Magnetic field 
 
Brownian motion 
Parameter (=>) 
Water Nanofluid 
 
Gaseous nanofluid 
 
Skin friction (844) of 
Porosity parameter 
0.1 4.091403442166857 4.408675648678622 
0.5 4.287327562199928 4.616247127653834 
1.0 4.53275361904694 4.872020632368101 
Skin friction (844) of 
Magnetic parameter 
1.0 4.189291716300051 4.512800007137655 
1.5 5.1692692998328 5.5195937718981005 
2.0 6.130982667041403 6.2394700596872 
 
 
Figure 5: Brownian motion on temperature distribution    Figure 6: Brownian motion on and nanoparticle volume fraction 
 
Table 3: Comparison of rate of heat and mass transfer between water and gaseous nanofluids subjected to Brownian 
motion 
 
 
Brownian motion 
Parameter (=>) 
Water Nanofluid 
 
Gaseous nanofluid 
 
Rate of heat transfer 
(−<4 ) 
0.01 0.002816853155819181 0.2495586350925985 
0.03 0.004957892875245413 0.24561724531857382 
0.05 0.00560424026087922 0.2458544112334064 
Rate of mass transfer 
(−34) 
0.01 0.9684255410637425 0.4670513267553846 
0.03 0.48437072250744734 0.2823002966026594 
0.05 0.3725860259042714 0.246046719968635 
 
Figure 5 and 6 presents the variation in temperature and nanoparticle volume concentration profiles of two 
different nanofluids subjected to Brownian motion with the influence of injection and magnetic effect. Figure 5 shows that, 
increase in Brownian motion parameter increases thermal boundary layer for gaseous nanofluidand  decreases thermal 
boundary layer for water nanofluid. Whereas nanoparticle volume concentration for gaseous / water nanofluids firstly 
increases till 0 < Z < 0.95/ 0 < Z < 1.45and then decreases Z > 0.95	/	Z > 1.45respectively. The physics behind this is, 
increased Brownian motion increases the thermal boundary layer thicknessand then decreases thediffusion boundary 
layerthickness, which ultimately decelerates nanoparticle volume fraction andenhances the temperature. It is notedthaton 
nanoparticle volume fraction, strength of the magnetic field plays an important factor, Figure2(b)K ≠ 0 and Figure5K =
1whereas there is no significant change in temperature profile, as well as Figure 2(a)K = 0and Figure 6K = 1. Thermal 
and diffusion behaviours of nanoparticles at nanoscale level are governed by various parameters. It is noted that Brownian 
motion on nanoparticles plays avital role in governing these behaviour of nanoparticles. Due to the size of particles in 
nanofluids system Brownian motion occurs, which could affectheat transfer properties.As the size of the particlereaches to 
the nano-meter scale, the Brownian motion of the particles and its effects on the neighbouring liquids play a vital role in 
heat transfer. This is because the Brownian motion enhances thermal conduction due either to nanoparticles transporting 
heat or the micro convection of the fluid surrounding individual nanoparticles.From Table 3 we can understand the rateof 
heat and mass transfer of water and gaseous nanofluids. As subjected to Brownian motion the rate of heat transfer is higher 
in water nanofluids and rate of mass transfer is higher in Gaseous nanofluids. 
 
 
Figure 7:Thermophoresis on temperature distribution            Figure 8:  Thermophoresis on nanoparticle volume fraction 
 
Table 4: Comparison of rate of heat and mass transfer between water and gaseous nanofluids subjected to therrmophoresis 
 
Thermophoresis parameter 
(=O) 
Water Nanofluid 
 
Gaseous nanofluid 
 
Rate of heat transfer 
(−<4 ) 
0.01 0.5305922553321809e-2 0.24563660662059783 
0.03 0.003598643741919622 0.24837611788114408 
0.05 0.0028168531555896716 0.2495586350931346 
Rate of mass transfer 
(−34) 
0.01 0.419002637656383 0.25962243080012143 
0.03 0.810135281978577 0.39666827489488155 
0.05 0.9684255410564628 0.4670513267574654 
 
Figure 7 and 8 depict the variation in temperature and nanoparticle volume concentration profiles of two different 
nanofluids subjected to thermophoresis with the influence of injection and magnetic effect. Figure 7 shows that, increase in 
thermophoresis parameter decreases thermal boundary layer for gaseous nanofluid and increases for water nanofluid. 
Whereas nanoparticle volume concentration decreases firstly till 0 < Z < 1.5	/	0 < Z < 0.95 for both water and gaseous 
nanofluids and increases	Z > 1.5	/	Z > 0.95respectively. It is observed that the thermal boundary layer thickness of 
gaseous nanofluid is slightly decreased. While diffusion boundary layer strongly increases with increase in thermophoresis 
parameter (=O) for both nanofluids.The thermophoresis states that the fact, increasing the temperature of nanoscale sized 
particle in base fluid will acquire momentum from heated surface and moves on. Gaseous nanofluid acquires momentum 
from heated surface and spreads throughout the boundary where water nanofluid moves near the surface. We perceive that, 
negative=Opoint out a hot surface and positive=O to a cold surface. For hot surfaces, the nanoparticle volume fraction 
boundary layer is blow away from the surface by the high strength of thermophoresis, since a hot surface drives the Nano 
sized particles from it, thereby forming a relatively particle-free layer near the surface. On cold surface for higher values of 
thermophoretic parameter=Othat distinctive peaks in the profiles occur in region adjacent to the wall. This means that the 
nanoparticle volume fraction near the surface is higher than the nanoparticle volume fraction at the surface and 
consequently, due to the thermophoretic effect the nanoparticles are expected to transfer to the surface.  As a result, the 
diffusion boundary layer is formed just outside. In particular, increasing the thermophoresis=O, slightly increases thermal 
boundary layer but strongly increases the nanoparticle diffusion boundary layer for water nanofluids. From Table 4 we can 
understand the rate of heat and mass transfer of water and gaseous nanofluids. As subjected to thermophoresis the rate of 
heat transfer is higher in water nanofluids and rate of mass transfer is higher in Gaseous nanofluids. 
Variation in temperature and nanoparticle volume concentration profiles of two different nanofluids in the 
presence of injection and magnetic effect is figured in Figure 9 and 10. According to equations (1.2) and (1.3), the 
divergence of the radiativeheat flux decreases as thermal conductivity of the nanofluidraises which in turn decreases the 
rate of radiativeheat transfer to the nanofluid and hence the nanofluidtemperature accelerates whereas from Fig. 10 the 
profile of nanoparticle volume fraction of on shrinking porous surface firstly decreases (0 ≤ Z ≤ 1.55) / (0 ≤ Z ≤ 2.6) 
and then increases (Z ≥ 1.55) / (Z ≥ 2.6).	From here we observed that, thethermal radiation effectbecomes more 
significant as J → 0(J ≠ 0) and when	J → ∞ it can be neglected. It is perceive that the nanofluid temperature enhances 
with increase of the thermal radiation parameter	J. Porosity and absorption of shrinking surface induces combined effect 
on radiation parameter, tends to enhance the temperature significantly in flow region. The total amount of radiation of all 
frequencies increases steeply as the temperature rises and accelerates the nanoparticle volume fraction; it grows as c, 
where  is the absolute temperature of the nanoparticle. This is the fact that the thermal radiation is one of the principal 
mechanisms of heat transfer. The velocity of water and gaseous nanofluid increases as the radiation increases on shrinking 
surface. The Figure 9 depict temperature profile for gaseous nanofluid is more than the temperature profile of water 
nanofluid. This is due to the fact that thermal boundary layer thickness changes with change in the thermal radiation 
strength of nanofluid.. From Table 5 we can understand the rate of heat and mass transfer of water and gaseous nanofluids. 
As subjected to thermophoresis the rate of heat transfer is higher in water nanofluids and rate of mass transfer is higher in 
Gaseous nanofluids. 
 
 
Figure 9: Thermal radiation on temperature distribution        Figure 10:Thermal radiation on nanoparticle volume fraction 
 
Table 5: Comparison of rate of heat and mass transfer between water and gaseous nanofluids subjected to thermal 
radiation 
 
 
Thermal radiation 
parameter (J) 
Water Nanofluid 
 
Gaseous nanofluid 
 
Rate of heat transfer 
(−<4 ) 
0.1 0.0010365080442485224 0.2426302594073251 
0.5 0.008951566041647808 0.2632165028181593 
1.0 0.031987058119420195 0.2669764184608108 
Rate of mass transfer 
(−34) 
0.1 1.0697591613914985 0.5869931766183135 
0.5 1.1610395698604392 0.4371674833731483 
1.0 1.2042912289665375 0.3463736902383167 
 
CONCLUSION 
Thermal response of convective boundary layer stagnation point flow of two nanofluids (water and gaseous) over porous 
shrinking surface influencing injection pressure with various stream condition parameters like magnetic, porosity, 
Brownian motion, thermophoresis, thermal radiation parameters on flow field velocity, heat transfer characteristics and 
nanoparticle volume concentration is investigated. The results obtained are in excellent agreement with the previously 
published data available in the literature in limiting condition for some particular cases of the present study. The effects of 
these parameters on the velocity distribution, temperature distribution and nanoparticle volume fraction can be summarized 
as follows: 
1. It is interesting that the momentum of the nanofluid increases with increase of the magnetic strength for both 
water and gas nanofluid over porous shrinking surfaccet. The lorentz force usually acts in opposite direction 
against the nanofluid flow, opposing  the motion of the nanofluid but injection provides an additional effect to 
thenanofluid flow. Comparing the nanofluids, gaseousnanofluid has higher velocity than the water nanofluid. It is 
because of fluid viscosity and friction on porous surface. 
2. It is noticed that the Brownian and thermophoresis motion of the nanoparticles provides an alternative force in the 
flow region and its affect on surrounding liquids, plays a major role in heat and mass transfer characteristics 
whereasthermal and diffusion behaviours of nanoparticles at nanoscale level is governed by various parameters. It 
is noted that nanoparticles Brownian motion is important factor in governing these behaviour of nanoparticles. 
Due to size of nanoparticles Brownian motion takes place in nanofluids system which has a chance of affecting 
heat transfer properties.. 
3. The effect of thermal radiation on nanofluids influenced by magnetic effect and injection pressure is to enhance 
the temperature. The temperature of the nanofluid enhances with increase of the thermal radiation parameter	J. 
Porosity and absorption of shrinking surface induces combined effect on radiation parameter, tends to enhance the 
temperature significantly in flow region.Due to the effect of injection, shrinking surface exerts a force in flow 
region over diffusion boundary layerhence the nanofluid temperature accelerates whereas the nanoparticle volume 
fraction of water/ gaseousnanofluid on shrinking porous surface firstly decreases and then increases (Z ≥ 1.55) / 
(Z ≥ 2.6). 
4. As subjected to stream conditions the skin friction and heat transfer is higher in water nanofluids as compared to 
gaseous nanofluids and rate of mass transfer is higher in gaseous nanofluids. 
We may conclude the flow and heat transfer properties of convection boundary layer flow in the stagnation-point region 
influencing injection and magnetic field on nanoparticles in water and gaseous base fluid can be controlled by changing the 
quantity of the thermophoresis and Brownian motion.The problem of nanofluid flow and heat transfer at a stagnation-point 
region has important applications in many fields such as the power generation in nuclear reactors,nuclear reactor coolant, 
the aerodynamic of plastic sheet, the centralized cooling system of high grade machineries, and so forth.  
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